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Abstract—We propose an address-light, integrated MAC and
routing protocol (abbreviated AIMRP) for wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs). Due to the broad spectrum of WSN applications,
there is a need for protocol solutions optimized for specific applica-
tion classes. AIMRP is proposed for WSNs deployed for detecting
rare events which require prompt detection and response. AIMRP
organizes the network into concentric tiers around the sink(s), and
routes event reports by forwarding them from one tier to another,
in the direction of (one of) the sink(s). AIMRP is address-light
in that it does not employ unique per-node addressing, and in-
tegrated since the MAC control packets are also responsible for
finding the next-hop node to relay the data, via an anycast query.
For reducing the energy expenditure due to idle-listening, AIMRP
provides a power-saving algorithm which requires absolutely no
synchronization or information exchange. We evaluate AIMRP
through analysis and simulations, and compare it with another
MAC protocol proposed for WSNs, S-MAC. AIMRP outperforms
S-MAC for event-detection applications, in terms of total average
power consumption, while satisfying identical sensor-to-sink
latency constraints.

Index Terms—Addressing, anycast routing, cross-layer inte-
gration, MAC, power-saving mode, rare event detection, sensor
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT advances in wireless communication technolo-
gies, and sophisticated techniques for miniaturization of

electronic and sensor devices, have fueled a lot of research in
the area of wireless sensor networks. Dense networks of wire-
less sensor devices are being deployed for sensing or moni-
toring various phenomena of interest. A wireless sensor device
is a small battery-powered device, capable of sensing one or
more physical quantities. In addition, it is equipped with a lim-
ited amount of storage, and computation capabilities. A wireless
sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number of these de-
vices, working collaboratively towards a certain common goal.
These sensor nodes communicate with each other and with one
or more sinks (or base-stations) over a wireless channel. The
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sink(s) is (are) responsible for collecting information from all
sensor devices in the network and represents the interface of the
WSN to the outside world.

The range of applications that WSNs are envisaged to
support, is tremendous, encompassing military, civilian, en-
vironmental and commercial areas. Each application imposes
a unique set of goals and requirements, and also produces a
different type of traffic. For instance, an application to monitor
the environmental conditions affecting crops and livestock
[1], is a data-gathering application. The traffic it generates is
expected to be more or less uniform, and the latency require-
ments on its data are expected to be loose. On the other hand,
a sensor network deployed to detect forest fires [1], is likely to
produce data in bursts, with severe latency constraints. Hence, a
generic approach to design WSNs, will often be unable to take
advantage of any application-specific features, and sometimes
may even be unsuitable for certain applications. The danger in
pursuing an application-specific approach though, is to end up
developing a different protocol for each application. A careful
examination of the tradeoffs involved, is necessary to avoid
being too generic or too specific.

To this end, it is important to be able to classify WSN
applications based on their data-delivery requirements and
their traffic characteristics [14]. In particular, most of the
current WSN applications fall into one of the following five
broad classes: 1) event detection and reporting; 2) monitoring
and periodic reporting; 3) sink-initiated reporting; 4) object
detection and tracking; and 5) hybrid applications with more
than one of the above four characteristics. Our work focuses
on the first class of applications, namely, event detection and
reporting. Applications which fall into this category include
intruder detection and detection of fire and hazards. These
applications exhibit prolonged periods of inactivity till the time
an event of interest is detected. On detecting an event, a report
of this event has to be promptly communicated to the sink. An
event report is usually expected to carry some location infor-
mation about the event. Hence, the network protocol should be
designed to satisfy the requirements of latency and location,
while consuming minimal energy.

For this, we examine the following salient features of the
WSNs considered in this paper: the many-to-one communica-
tion paradigm, whereby all sensors intend to send their data to
one (or few) sink(s); the large node density that begs for sen-
sors that are cheap to manufacture and ready to deploy; and, the
tight limitation in energy which calls for a highly optimized,
lightweight protocol stack. This impacts the protocol design for
WSNs, in the following way. In traditional communication net-
works, the need for modularity and interoperability, leads to a
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layered protocol reference model. On the other hand, for WSNs,
it is more important to satisfy application-specific requirements,
and to be energy-efficient. Hence, cross-layer interaction or in-
tegration of protocol layers, is recommended when it can be ef-
fectively used to reduce the protocol overhead, and to make the
protocol stack lightweight.

The above discussion leads us to consider the following is-
sues in order to design our integrated protocol. The first is the
issue of addressing. In general, there is a need for addressing
or “identification” at three levels, for the purposes of: 1) MAC;
2) routing; and 3) location information about the data source.
Strict per-node addressing is expensive in a dense network, be-
cause not only would the size of an address be large, but also
these addresses would need to be allocated and exchanged at dif-
ferent layers of the protocol stack. Allocation of addresses in a
dense network, is a real problem which is often underestimated.
Our goal is to use (and even reuse) only as much addressing as
is absolutely necessary. Now, the problem of location determi-
nation in a dense WSN, is an active area of research by itself,
and is beyond the scope of this paper. In case the application
requires some location information to be associated with each
event report, we assume that the required granularity of location
information is determined by some means, and is embedded in
the data payload of each packet. Hence, we only seek to re-
duce the bit budget of addresses used for MAC and routing. It
is clear that a further step would be to integrate all three levels
of addressing.

The second issue concerns the routing protocol. Unlike in an
ad hoc network, where any node can potentially communicate
with any other node, a WSN exhibits the many-to-one commu-
nication paradigm. In addition, we assume that the sink is not
required to communicate with a particular sensor.1 These two
points together imply that 1) the flow of data originates only at a
sensor node, and 2) it is always destined for the sink node. Thus,
the routing protocol overhead can be reduced in two ways: first,
the routing protocol only needs to discover paths from each node
to the sink; and second, since no communication is addressed to
an individual node, routing can be performed at a coarser level
of addressing than one address per node.

Thus, we can identify two major sources of wasteful en-
ergy expenditure. The first is the overhead required for the
routing and MAC protocols. This can be minimized in two
ways, namely, 1) by choosing a streamlined packet header
structure, and reducing the size of each control field (e.g., the
addressing fields) as much as possible, using integration, and
2) by minimizing the need for non-data related information
exchange. The second is idle-listening in MAC protocols based
on random access, especially in case of low traffic load. Indeed,
for event detection applications, a medium-access mechanism
based on random access is more suitable than one based on
controlled access, due to the nature of the traffic generated.
Hence, an effective MAC protocol, for this class of applications,

1Clearly, if the sink is required to communicate with a particular sensor node,
then there is a need for addressing each node. However, this is really the over-
head we are trying to avoid by making this assumption. The assumption is not
unreasonable in the context of event detection applications, since we feel that
the only reason the sink would need to communicate to the sensor nodes would
be for reprogramming or software updates.

would have to be coupled with a power-saving mechanism to
minimize idle-listening. Besides, the power-saving mechanism
itself, should not impose its own overhead by requiring a lot of
information exchange.

This paper proposes an address-light, integrated MAC and
routing protocol (AIMRP) which seeks to address all the issues
raised above. AIMRP is an integrated MAC and routing mech-
anism designed specifically for WSNs which have to promptly
detect and report relatively rare events. The contributions of our
work are twofold. First, we design the AIMRP protocol with the
following attractive features.

• Integrated MAC and routing to minimize the protocol
overhead: AIMRP organizes the network into tiers around
the sink, and routes packets by progressively forwarding
them to tiers closer to the sink. This can be readily inte-
grated into the MAC layer.

• No per-node identification for either MAC or routing:
We use short random identifiers for MAC, on a per-trans-
mission attempt basis, instead of physical MAC identi-
fiers, and per-tier addresses for routing, instead of per-node
addresses.

• Power-saving mode which requires no coordination be-
tween the nodes: Nodes repeatedly shut their radio mod-
ules off when not in use, independently of one another,
while satisfying sensor-to-sink latency guarantees.

Second, we provide a detailed analysis for dimensioning the
power-saving mode and to compute the average energy expen-
diture per event report for a given event frequency, while satis-
fying the latency constraints. We validate this analysis through
simulations. In particular, we show that AIMRP outperforms
S-MAC [16] in terms of total average power consumption, while
satisfying identical end-to-end latency requirements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review current work in the area of MAC and routing for
WSNs. In Section III, we introduce the principles of our ad-
dress-light, integrated MAC and routing protocol (AIMRP)
for WSNs. In Section IV, we describe in detail the working
of AIMRP. Section V provides guidelines for dimensioning
AIMRP parameters, while Section VI evaluates the protocol
through analysis and simulations, and compares its perfor-
mance with that of a currently proposed protocol, S-MAC [16].
Finally, Section VII concludes the paper, and discusses possible
extensions to this work.

II. RELATED WORK

Network design has traditionally followed the principle of
layering. Complex networking functionalities are broken down
and decoupled into manageable and independent levels. This is
done so as to allow interoperability, modularity, and to keep the
protocols as general-purpose as possible. Following this prin-
ciple, nearly all of the research in the area of WSNs considers
the problem of medium access separate from the problem of
routing, although the need for integrated and application-spe-
cific network solutions has been recognized [1], [14].

One of the main approaches to MAC for WSNs, comes from
its counterpart for ad hoc networks [1], viz., the IEEE 802.11
standard. The IEEE 802.11 standard is a CSMA/CA based
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protocol which is widely used in wireless LANs. Using plain
802.11 MAC for WSNs has many drawbacks, as discussed in
[4], [12], [16]. In particular, [12] shows that energy consump-
tion due to overhearing and idle-listening, is a major chunk
of wasteful energy consumption. Hence, [12] suggests turning
off the radio module of a node when it is “overhearing” (i.e.,
listening to the transmission of a packet not addressed to it).

[16] presents a specially modified 802.11 based medium ac-
cess protocol (called S-MAC), for WSNs. In this protocol, the
authors identify the following sources of energy wastage, viz.,
collision, overhearing, overheads, and idle-listening. In order
to reduce energy drainage due to idle-listening, nodes periodi-
cally sleep. Neighboring nodes form so-called virtual clusters
to synchronize on their sleep schedules. The sleep schedules
are completely synchronized within a cluster and are uncorre-
lated across clusters. The period of these sleep schedules is de-
termined by the end-to-end delay constraint. S-MAC also uses
in-channel signaling, to implement overhearing avoidance for
nodes to avoid listening to long data packets not meant for them.
Finally, S-MAC applies message-passing to reduce contention
while transmitting relatively long data packets.

A drawback of this protocol is that synchronizing the sleep
schedules by creating virtual clusters is a rather complex oper-
ation which produces its own overhead. Another drawback of
this protocol is that it fails to exploit the many-to-few commu-
nication paradigm in WSNs, and does not consider the issue of
addressing. In other words, S-MAC is a generic energy-aware
MAC protocol which does not cater to specific WSN applica-
tions. Our protocol tries to improve upon these two issues for
the event reporting class of applications.

MAC protocols based on controlled access rather than
random access have also been proposed. For example, [2], [5],
and [13] study MAC protocols based on TDMA, [4], [10], [13]
on CDMA and/or FDMA. However, for the class of applications
we consider, a MAC protocol based on random access would
be more appropriate than one based on controlled access.

As in the case of MAC protocols, several routing protocols
developed for ad hoc networks have been suggested for WSNs
[1]. Specifically, distance vector protocols such as Ad hoc
On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), Destination Sequenced
Distance Vector (DSDV) and source routing protocols such as
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) have been adapted for WSNs,
by optimizing for energy usage. An alternative strategy utilizing
gradient-based routing, has been proposed in [6]. But, we be-
lieve that, owing to the many-to-one communication paradigm
in WSNs, routing protocols can be further streamlined.

Ref. [5] proposes an application-specific protocol architec-
ture for periodically routing reports from all nodes to a distant
base station. A method which uses clustering and direct trans-
missions from cluster heads to the base station is proposed. For
uniform energy consumption across all the nodes, the respon-
sibility of being the cluster head is rotated among all the nodes
periodically. Ref. [8] proposes a similar solution to the problem,
but with two types of nodes, sensors and cluster heads. The au-
thors evaluate the optimum node density for these two types of
nodes, and their initial battery energies to guarantee a certain
lifetime.

Fig. 1. Illustration of routing in AIMRP.

Refs. [3] and [15] notice that for reliable routing in dense
ad-hoc networks not all of the nodes are required to be awake at
the same time. In [3], nodes decide to go to sleep or to be awake
and join the forwarding backbone, depending on the local in-
formation and available residual energy. In [15], the region is
divided into virtual square grids, such that all nodes in neigh-
boring grids are able to communicate with each other. Only a
single node remains awake within each grid. It may be noted that
putting nodes to sleeping when they cannot do anything useful
at the routing level, is a kind of integration of MAC and routing.

III. AIMRP: PRINCIPLES

In this section, we introduce AIMRP, and explain its princi-
ples. AIMRP is an address-light protocol which does not use or
require the use of strict per-node identifiers or addresses. The
routing mechanism employed in AIMRP is the following. For
the sake of explaining the principle, let us assume that the WSN
consists of several sensor nodes deployed in a circular region
with a single sink at the center. By means of an initial config-
uration phase which will be explained later, the entire network
is organized into tiers centered around the sink (refer to Fig. 1).
The tiers are numbered starting from the innermost
tier, and are such that a node in the th tier can relay a message
to the sink in hops. Now at the end of the configuration phase,
the route discovery is complete, based on the rule that a node
in a given tier only relays messages from tiers farther away
from the sink than itself, i.e., tiers . The routing
is hop-by-hop, and at each hop the node which has the packet
indicates its tier number in the packet so that another node with
a lower tier number can receive the packet. In this way, routing
can be done at the level of addressing of a tier, which has far less
overhead than having one routing address per node. The over-
head required for route discovery is also limited.

The mechanism for medium access is similar to that used in
the distributed coordination function (DCF) in IEEE 802.11,
except for two important differences. First, the nodes do not
have preassigned MAC identifiers and do not use any unique
addresses to communicate, instead choosing new short random
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Fig. 2. Formation of tier structure.

identifiers for each communication attempt. The second dif-
ference can be explained as follows. In IEEE 802.11, the
RTS message has two purposes: to initiate the communication
between the source and the next-hop node; and to silence all
nodes within the communication range of the source, except
the next-hop node. The next-hop node is known because of
the routing protocol, before the communication is initiated.
In contrast, in AIMRP, the purpose of the analogous RTR
(Request_to_Relay) message is to seek a receiver node which
is closer to the sink and so the destination node is not known
beforehand. In other words, the RTR message is an anycast
message to which any node can reply if it can relay the data
according to the routing algorithm outlined above (i.e., if its tier
number is lower than the one indicated on the packet). Hence,
before a node sends a CTR (Clear_to_Relay) message (analo-
gous to the CTS message of IEEE 802.11), it chooses a random
back-off to avoid systematically colliding with other nodes
willing to receive and relay the data. The second difference is
very important because that is how we integrate a hop-by-hop
routing functionality into the MAC protocol. Note that the only
control information necessary for this is the one-hop source
MAC and tier identifier in the RTR message, and both the
one-hop source and next-hop MAC and tier identifiers in the
CTR message.

AIMRP is also equipped with a power-saving mode to curb
the energy expenditure due to idle-listening. Owing to the nature
of the application that AIMRP targets, it would be extremely
wasteful to have all nodes keep their radio modules on for all
time. But then if a particular node wishes to report an event
to the sink, it should find a feasible path to relay the infor-
mation to the sink, relatively quickly. In order to capture this
application-specific characteristic, AIMRP employs a power-
saving mode which is subject to a constraint on the maximum
end-to-end delay that an event report can encounter. AIMRP
relies on an uncorrelated sleep-and-wake pattern at each node,
to meet the latency constraint with a pre-specified probability.
Since the sleep-wake pattern at each node is independent of the
other nodes, there is no need for any additional information ex-
change between nodes. This is in contrast to the sleep-and-wake

Fig. 3. Message formats for AIMRP.

algorithm proposed in S-MAC [16], but the important point to
note is that S-MAC is a generic protocol which is not designed
for this particular class of applications, i.e., event detection and
reporting.

IV. AIMRP: DESCRIPTION

In this section, we propose and describe the working of
AIMRP. We consider a simple network geometry in which
nodes are distributed in a circular region of radius , centered
at the sink. Each node has a communication radius .2 We
assume that an event is equally likely to occur at any point in
the region, and that only one node detects and reports this event.
Under this setting, let us define AIMRP. AIMRP involves a
configuration phase and an active phase. The configuration
phase which has to be completed just after the deployment,
works as described in the following subsection.

A. Configuration Phase and Path Discovery

The purpose of this phase is to organize the network into tiers
around the sink (see Fig. 2). The sink sends a TIER message
(see Fig. 3) with a power level corresponding to a communi-
cation range of , where the value of needs to be chosen
appropriately (see Section V). All nodes which can successfully
receive this message recognize that they belong to TIER 1. Then
the sink successively sends messages with communication radii
of , with TIER_ID , for All nodes which
can receive a TIER message successfully, recognize that they
belong to TIER , unless they have already “joined” a tier of
lower rank.

Alternatively, instead of the sink sending communication
messages of varying power, the sensor nodes themselves can
form a tier structure by relaying TIER messages, with a power
corresponding to a communication range of . Thus, a node
receiving a TIER message with TIER_ID “joins” TIER

, unless it already belongs to a tier of lower rank. Each node
also increments the TIER_ID field before forwarding the TIER
message it has received. An idea similar to this scheme has
been discussed in [9]. Assuming that the radio propagation is
identical in all directions, the configuration phase will result in
the formation of annular tiers of thickness centered at the

2In practice, this sort of a “binary” model of a fixed communication and in-
terference range R is often unrealistic. It is clear that a more accurate design
would have to employ a more realistic channel model.
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Fig. 4. Tiering with two sinks.

sink. It is possible that owing to some obstacle or due to the
terrain, certain nodes may not find each other directly reachable
via radio, even though they are physically quite close to one
another. In such cases, the shape of the tiers formed will be
dictated by the radio reachability of the nodes. In such cases,
the second scheme for the configuration phase is more robust.

The configuration phase in case there are multiple sinks,
is a simple extension of what was explained above. Consider
Fig. 4 which depicts a rectangular region with two sinks sit-
uated diagonally opposite each other. For an event-reporting
application, we expect the sinks to all be connected to the
outside world. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the sinks
are indistinguishable, therefore it is irrelevant which exact
sink receives the event report. Thus, the tier rank of a node
represents its distance in number of hops, from its closest sink
(see Fig. 4). Thus, either of the two schemes discussed above
can be used for configuration.

B. Active Phase

A node in the active phase of AIMRP is always listening to
the radio channel, unless it is transmitting. It is in the so-called
Listener state. We discuss the power-saving feature of AIMRP
in the next subsection, where nodes need not always listen to the
radio channel. A node remains in the Listener state either till it
detects an event or has to relay information from some other
node, and therefore has to send to the sink,
or till it hears a transmission on the radio channel.

Whenever it has to transmit, the node at-
tempts to find a next-hop node, closer to the sink, which can
relay its data. This is in contrast with IEEE 802.11 where a
node attempts to transmit to a particular node as decided by
the routing algorithm. The node waits for a guard time be-
fore attempting to transmit anything. After the guard time ex-
pires or when the channel becomes free (whichever is later),
the node waits for a random listening time before transmit-
ting. The guard time is to ensure that nodes reliably estimate
the channel as either busy or idle. The additional random lis-
tening time is to prevent nodes attempting to transmit at about
the same time, from colliding. Then the node transmits a Re-
quest_To_Relay (RTR) message (refer to Fig. 3), which contains
a randomly chosen RSD (random source identifier), the source

tier identifier (STD) i.e., its TIER id, a NAV entry which repre-
sents the length of the packet,3 and some optional packet infor-
mation (OPI). The RSD field is limited to a few bits in size, and
hence is much smaller than what would be required to maintain
per-node fixed MAC identifiers. It can be seen as a temporary
(i.e., just for the sending of this message) physical node identi-
fier. Now the node is waiting for a Clear_To_Relay (CTR) mes-
sage, and is in a Requesting state.

If this RTR message is received successfully by another node
with a lower tier number (which we call the next-hop node), then
that node replies to the source node. The source node waits for a
time in the Requesting state before attempting to rebroadcast
its RTR message. For each rebroadcast, the source node uses
a freshly chosen RSD. This is to reduce the possibility of two
source nodes choosing the same RSD. The next-hop node, in
order to avoid contention with other potential next-hop nodes,
chooses a random back-off time and listens to the channel, be-
fore it replies. This again is in contrast with 802.11 where there
is no contention between potential receiver nodes, since there
is only one fixed receiver node, as determined by the routing
protocol. If during this waiting period, the next-hop node hears
either a CTR, with the correct RSD and STD, from another
next-hop node or data from the source node, it goes back into the
Listener state. Otherwise, it replies with a CTR message which
consists of RSD, STD, as well as a randomly chosen receiver
identifier (RRD), and the receiver tier identifier (RTD), in addi-
tion to the NAV (see Fig. 3). Now it is waiting for data, and is
in the Receiver state.

Once this CTR message is correctly received by the source
node, a DATA and an ACK message are quickly exchanged be-
tween the source node and the next-hop node, using the source
and the next-hop node identifiers, for unambiguous identifica-
tion. Detection of the loss of a DATA or an ACK message is
inferred through time-outs of duration at the receiver, and
at the sender, respectively. On receiving the data completely,
the next-hop node which belongs to a tier closer to the sink, be-
comes the new source node. Thus, data is forwarded across tiers
progressively moving closer and closer to the sink. In this way,
AIMRP handles the twin problems of routing and medium ac-
cess in an integrated fashion (see Fig. 1).

C. Resolution of Protocol Deadlocks

Since AIMRP is based on random-access, there are situa-
tions when the protocol could potentially deadlock, unless there
are provisions to prevent it. AIMRP is based closely on IEEE
802.11, so it adopts some deadlock resolution mechanisms from
802.11. In particular, AIMRP uses the guard time and the
random listening time , in a way similar to 802.11. It also
uses the time-outs , and which determine failure of
an attempt at transmitting an RTR, a DATA and an ACK mes-
sage respectively. Finally, it uses a NAV based virtual carrier

3Note that it is possible to eliminate the use of the NAV field. For several event
detection applications, the event report is expected to be of a fixed length, con-
taining the time, the location and a fixed length code-word describing the event.
In such cases, assuming all packets to be of equal length, any transmission could
be taken to reserve the channel for the fixed duration of the data transmission,
thereby removing the need for the NAV.
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TABLE I
AIMRP: PROTOCOL PARAMETERS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

Fig. 5. States and state transitions for AIMRP.

sensing strategy to reserve the channel for the duration of the
data communication. In contrast with 802.11 though, the re-
ceiver node in AIMRP is not pre-determined. Hence, there is
an additional random backoff time in order to prevent po-
tential receiver nodes from colliding with their CTR messages.
Also, since random identifiers, as opposed to fixed MAC ad-
dresses, are used, these identifiers are chosen afresh for each
attempted RTR or a CTR. This reduces the possibility of nodes
in the vicinity choosing identical identifiers and then systemat-
ically colliding. Refer to Table I for a summary.

The state transitions based on the various protocol messages
for AIMRP are illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that Fig. 5 does not
include transitions due to various time-outs or due to lost mes-
sages. Although the protocol states are analogous to the states
for 802.11, the important difference is that the RTR/CTR mech-
anism based on randomly chosen node identifiers is used to per-
form a one-hop routing as well, in addition to, organizing com-
munication between the two nodes, as in 802.11.

D. Path Failure and Path Repair

AIMRP is a protocol optimized for event detection and re-
porting. It could possibly be deployed in hostile surroundings.
Nodes following AIMRP could fail either permanently or inter-
mittently. Node failures could either be more or less uniform
throughout the network, or they could be concentrated in a par-
ticular area in the network. In all these scenarios, it is impor-
tant for AIMRP to maintain connectivity and continue func-
tioning, in the best manner possible. Now, if a given node (or
set of nodes) becomes completely disconnected from the rest
of the network, then no routing algorithm will be able to find a
path from the node(s) to the sink. However, since AIMRP uses a
tier-based routing algorithm, it is possible that although a node

is not disconnected, it still finds the sink unreachable, if there
is no node with a lower tier-id, in its neighborhood. This could
happen if all the neighbours of a node have higher tier-ids. In
such a case, we say the TIER_ID of the node is misconfigured.

In order to combat with path failures arising out of misconfig-
ured TIER_IDs, we suggest the following path repair strategy.
Note that the TIER_ID of a node, if configured correctly,
represents in some sense its distance to the sink, in number of
hops. In the configuration phase, nodes set their TIER_IDs as
one greater than the lowest ranked TIER message they receive.
The rationale behind this is that they are one hop away from
a node which knows its distance to the sink. Based on this
observation, we suggest the following. Let MAX_TIER_ID
denote an upper bound on all TIER_IDs. If a node is unable to
send an event report for more than a certain number of tries,
PATH_REPAIR_THRESH, then it reattempts the transmission
with the STD field (see Fig. 3) of its RTR message set to
MAX_TIER_ID. Now unless the node is completely discon-
nected from the rest of the network, it is bound to receive a CTR
reply. On receiving this reply, the node sets its TIER_ID as
RTD+1, where RTD (see Fig. 3) is the TIER_ID of the replying
node.

This local path repair strategy represents a good approxima-
tion to the repair strategies used in several routing protocols such
as AODV, DSDV or DSR. We note that a more fool-proof, but
expensive technique for route repair, is to re-run the configura-
tion phase periodically. This will enable all the nodes to main-
tain correctly configured TIER_IDs. In practice, the designer
can choose to deploy either of the two strategies (local repair
versus periodic configuration) mentioned above, depending on
the needs of the application.

E. Power-Saving Mode

There are two major sources of wasteful energy expenditure
in a WSN running a random access MAC protocol, namely, idle-
listening and overhearing. A node is said to be in idle mode, if its
radio module is on when there is no transmission from any other
node. A node is said to be overhearing, if its radio module is on
during a DATA message transmission intended for another node.
In order to reduce this energy wastage, we need a power-saving
mode for AIMRP. Previous works on power-saving schemes in-
clude PAMAS [12], S-MAC [16] and the IEEE 802.11 power-
saving mode [17]. PAMAS [12] is proposed for use in an ad hoc
wireless network of nodes communicating with an any-to-any
communication paradigm. PAMAS uses overhearing avoidance
to save power. In other words, a node shuts off its radio module
during the transmission of a DATA message intended for another
node. S-MAC [16] and the IEEE 802.11 power-saving mode
[17] use periodic duty-cycling to reduce idle-listening. Specifi-
cally, nodes follow a scheduled cycle of on-periods when their
radio modules are on, and off-periods with the radio modules
off.

In AIMRP, we take a different approach to design our
power-saving mode. We propose a completely asynchronous
and random duty-cycling scheme. The basic idea of the
power-saving mode in AIMRP is the following. We introduce a
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Fig. 6. Sleep state for AIMRP with power-saving.

new state called the Sleep state (see Fig. 6), in which nodes shut
their radio modules off (i.e., sleep). Nodes in the Listener state
sleep from time to time, with the length of their random sleep
duration chosen according to an exponential distribution
with parameter . If a sensor node detects an event when it is
in the Sleep state it wakes up and moves to the Listener state
immediately. Otherwise, the node wakes up on expiry of the
sleep duration , remains awake for time , and then goes
back to sleep for a freshly chosen random sleep duration, except
under certain scenarios discussed below. The nodes remain
awake for a time on waking up, in order to be available
to other nodes looking to relay their data closer to the sink.
The on-period has to be dimensioned in such a way that it
enables a node to listen to at least one RTR message from an-
other node looking to relay some data. This can be achieved by
requiring , where is the guard time, as defined
earlier, and is an upper bound on the random listening time

defined earlier (refer to Table I). The time is smaller than
a DATA packet transmission time, (see Section IV-F).

In general, a node (say node A) following the power-saving
mode of AIMRP needs to be awake under the one of the fol-
lowing two scenarios:

1) either node A has and is attempting to
find a next-hop node to relay the data closer to the sink,

2) or node A is merely awake as part of the random duty-
cycling, to see if another node needs its help in relaying.

In order to explain the exact protocol behavior of a node in
power-saving mode, it is useful to consider these two scenarios
separately.

Let us consider scenario 2 first. In this scenario, the default
behavior of node A is the simple duty-cycle rule stated earlier.
Node A remains awake for a time , and then goes to sleep
again for a time . However, if node A receives any protocol
messages which it can successfully decode, then it has to re-
spond to them according to the rules of AIMRP. For instance, if
node A receives an RTR message from another node (say node
B), with a higher tier rank, and node A manages to be the first
node to reply with a CTR to the RTR from node B, then node A
is the next-hop node for node B. In this case, node A continues
following the message exchanges according to AIMRP, and re-
ceives the data from node B.

However, if node A infers from the RTR from node B that
node B has a lower tier rank than itself, or if node A hears an-
other node reply with a CTR to node B, or if node A hears the

preamble of a DATA message from node B intended to some
other node, then it will be able to conclude that it is not the
next-hop relay for node B. Then, node A has to remain silent
until the DATA transmission from node B is concluded, as dic-
tated by the NAV field. In this case, since the on-period is
anyway shorter than , node A goes to sleep immediately
for a random duration . We show later that the sleep durations

are orders of magnitude longer than message transmission
times. Hence, in this scenario overhearing avoidance is actually
implicit since node A goes to sleep for and much more.

Now let us consider scenario 1. The default behavior of node
A in this case, is to attempt to find a next-hop relay by trans-
mitting an RTR message. However, if it hears any activity in the
radio channel, it has to respect the physical and virtual carrier
sensing rules, and the other rules of AIMRP. For instance, if it
receives an RTR from another node (say node B) with a higher
tier rank than itself, it has to offer to relay the data from node B,
by attempting to send a CTR after a random backoff. However,
if node A is able to conclude that it is not the next-hop relay
for node B, then it has to remain silent until the DATA trans-
mission from node B is concluded. In this case, we propose to
use overhearing avoidance. So node A shuts its radio module
off until the conclusion of the DATA transmission from node B,
and then wakes up again to attempt sending its own data.

In practice, the decision of whether or not to use overhearing
avoidance in scenario 1, depends on whether it is more en-
ergy-efficient for nodes to put their radios off and bring them
up again, or to just remain awake for the entire duration of
the packet transmission ( ). Using the notation introduced
later in Sections V and VI (refer to Table III), if

, then overhearing avoidance should be used in sce-
nario 1. However, due to the infrequency of event reports, it
is quite unlikely that two or more neighboring nodes simulta-
neously have , and hence overhear one an-
other. Hence, the difference in the power consumption between
using and not using overhearing avoidance, would be negligible.
Later in Section VI, for calculating the power consumption of
AIMRP, we do not take into account the fact that nodes use over-
hearing avoidance in scenario 1.

In scenario 1, one of the reasons node A could have
is because it detected an event. Now node

A could have been in the Sleep state when it detected the event.
In this case, node A moves immediately to the Listener state
and attempts to relay the event report one hop closer to the
sink. However, since node A has just woken up, it might have
missed the RTR or CTR of an on-going communication in
its neighborhood. So it listens to the radio channel for a time

corresponding to the highest value of the NAV field. This
is done to reduce the possibility of node A colliding with an
on-going DATA transmission in the neighborhood.

Since the nodes use multi-hop relaying to send their data
to the sink, they cannot put their radio modules off indef-
initely. The choice of the parameter which governs their
sleep-wakeup schedules is determined by the end-to-end la-
tency required by the application. All nodes should wake-up
often enough, so that for a given node trying to send a report to
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TABLE II
SIZES OF AIMRP MESSAGES

the sink, there will always be nodes available to relay the report
within the specified latency period. The dimensioning of is
discussed in detail in Section V.

F. Setting Back-Off Times and Timeouts

This subsection is intended as a guideline to set the widths (in
number of bits) of various subfields in each packet, and to set the
values of various back-off times and timeout intervals. In order
to distinguish between different message types, we use a three
bit message type field. For the random MAC identifiers, we will
need an address width of about 4 bits, while for representing the
tier number of the nodes, we will again need an address about
4 bits wide. The NAV field is taken to be 8 bits wide, and we
assume that the data payload is 1000 bits in size. A summary of
bit widths and message sizes follows in Table II.

The following list explains how the different time-out in-
tervals and back-off times are set. These values are based on
the physical characteristics of the amps sensor nodes [11],
with a data rate of 500 kbps. Thus, the total time for the trans-
mission of all the messages (RTR, CTR, DATA, and ACK),

ms. The individual message transmission times are
given by s, s, ms, and

s. Also, the value of the time duration , defined
in the previous subsection (refer to Table I) can be calculated to
be around ms.

• : The value of is selected such that a sensor node is able
to reliably estimate the busy/idle state of the medium. This
should be as small as possible and we choose s.

• : We take to be uniformly distributed in . The
value of should be chosen such that collisions between
two senders are avoided as much as possible. We choose

s.
• : Again, we take to be uniformly distributed in .

The value of should be chosen to limit the probability
of collision between two active receivers which reply to the
CTR message. We choose s.

• : The timeout period, , is used to infer either unavail-
ability of a next-hop node or erroneous transmission of the
RTR message. Therefore, must be greater than the max-
imum back-off time for which a receiver might remain
silent. We choose s.

• , : We choose s for inferring lost DATA
or ACK messages. This is chosen to be the same as since
that is the time it takes a node to reliably estimate a channel.

• : In the power-saving mode of AIMRP, the receiver
should be awake for long enough to be able to receive
an RTR message from some node within its transmission
range, at least once, i.e., . We choose this

value to be 1100 s to allow, in the worst case, the recep-
tion of two RTR messages within one active period.

V. DIMENSIONING OF AIMRP PARAMETERS

There are two protocol parameters in AIMRP that need to
be dimensioned for the protocol to work “best”, namely, and

. The first parameter which is a measure of the width of
each tier, impacts both the connectivity of the network, as well
as the average power dissipation. In this section, we investi-
gate how affects the connectivity, in terms of the number of
next-hop nodes available for relaying the data, according to the
tier-based routing algorithm of AIMRP. Later in Section VI, we
show that the minimum average power dissipation is achieved
at . The second parameter has to be chosen in order
to guarantee an end-to-end constraint on the latency of an event
report, as specified by the application. For the remainder of the
paper, we make the assumption that the nodes are distributed
randomly and uniformly over the region with spatial density

nodes/m .

A. Impact of on Connectivity

In this subsection, we study the effect of on connectivity,
in terms of the number of next-hop nodes that could potentially
relay data from a given node. Consider Fig. 2 and suppose that
the node indicated by a cross wants to send some data to the
sink. Based on the routing algorithm used in AIMRP, the only
nodes that could relay the data from this node, would be the
ones lying in the hatched region in Fig. 2. The hatched region is
the region of overlap of two circles: the first one being a circle
centered at the node with radius which is its communication
range; and the other being a TIER circle centered at the sink,
with id and radius . Note that, we require
to be less than unity to ensure that any node in the th tier is
able to communicate with the th tier. Now, irrespective
of the power-saving mechanism used, the number of nodes in
this region of overlap, is a measure of the connectivity, since
eventually only a node from this region will relay the data from
the sender node.

The region of overlap shown in Fig. 2 has the minimum area
for all nodes in TIER , since the sender node is at the edge
of the tier. It is easy to see that this area will be minimized
with respect to when is made as small as possible, i.e.,
at . This is because all nodes in tier
or lower, are within a distance from the sink and hence can
communicate directly with the sink. Now by the cosine rule
for triangles, we have and

. Hence,
the area of the shaded region is given by

(1)

Thus, on an average the number of nodes potentially available
to any sender node for relaying its data is at least .

Based on this calculation, the appropriate value of , for a
given value (or range of values) of , can be dimensioned. How-
ever, in this paper, we are not trying to dimension the node den-
sity, , since it would be a design issue, as opposed to a protocol
parameter setting. In what follows, we simply assume that the
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value of chosen, is large enough to provide good connectivity
irrespective of the value of . Later in Section VI, we find that
the average power consumed in the entire network, is minimized
at , independent of .

B. Dimensioning

The parameter is chosen based on an end-to-end latency
requirement on a data message. We consider the constraint on
latency to be probabilistic. In particular, we assume that the
worst-case latency constraint is specified as a probabilistic tol-
erance of the form:

(2)

where denotes the delay encountered in the th hop out of
hops in total, denotes the specified event report latency objec-
tive, and denotes a tolerance on the probability of achieving
this latency.

In the equation above, denotes the delay encountered in the
th hop. In the context of AIMRP, this delay includes the fol-

lowing: A sender node has to wait for a time , and possibly
if it has just woken up from the Sleep state before sending an

RTR message, a time before receiving a CTR message, and
a time for the actual transmission of RTR, CTR, DATA and
ACK messages, in addition to a time which represents the
delay caused due to the Sleep state of the next-hop node. Thus,
we have

(3)

Since in general, is expected to be much greater than ,
, , , and , we can ignore them in (3). Thus, we have

(4)

where denotes the maximum number of hops under an
AIMRP setting.

Let us now calculate . We know from the calculations
above that the expected minimum number of nodes available to
relay data for any sender node is given by . Since nodes
repeatedly go to sleep independently, following an exponential
distribution, the sender node needs to wait for the first node
which wakes up to relay its message. It is possible that some
next-hop nodes might already be awake, but in the worst case,
all of them could be sleeping when the sender node attempts to
transmit. Since the sleep times of all the nodes are ex-
ponentially distributed with parameter and are independent,
the sender node needs to wait (in the worst case) for a random
time which is exponentially distributed with parameter

. Thus, we have that is an Erlang
distributed random variable with parameters
which we write as for ease of notation. Equation (4)
then rearranges to

(5)

where is the upper incomplete Gamma function, and
is the “complete” Gamma function. From the geometry of the
network, is given by , since all
nodes within tier can directly communicate with the
sink. Thus, given a latency constraint , a tolerance and , the
value of required to ensure the probabilistic latency guarantee
defined as in (2), can be calculated from (5), by substituting for

and for .
Although (5) can be solved numerically, let us obtain an ap-

proximate closed form expresssion for . Note that is the
sum over hops of all the one hop delays which are
independent, exponentially distributed random variables with
parameter . Now, if is large, then we can apply the cen-
tral limit theorem and approximate by a Gaussian random
variable with mean, , and standard deviation,

. Hence, as grows larger the
standard deviation, , can be neglected in comparison
to the mean, . Thus, we can approximate to
be nearly equal to a constant, . We require
to be less than or equal to the latency , and thus we have

(6)

Note that this is only an engineering approximation. However,
as we observe later in Section VI, (6) still gives reasonably ac-
curate values of even for which successfully meet
the end-to-end requirement on the latency of the event reports.
For a discussion, see Section VI.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of AIMRP
through analysis and simulations. In what follows, we cal-
culate the average power consumption of a network running
AIMRP with power-saving, and compare this with the power
consumption of S-MAC [16]. Then, we provide simulation
results to validate our analysis and make some observations.
In comparing AIMRP with S-MAC, we couple S-MAC with a
zero-cost, optimal routing protocol. To be precise, we assume
that S-MAC is coupled with a routing protocol that imposes no
additional protocol overhead, and routes packets to the sink in
the least number of hops. Even under these favorable conditions
for S-MAC, AIMRP outperforms S-MAC for event detection
applications.

In a WSN, power is consumed due to three reasons, for
sensing the phenomenon of interest, for communicating de-
tected events to the sink via the communication protocols, and
for exchanging control information necessary for the protocols.
The first component is common to all protocols, and needs to
be considered as a constant for dimensioning the initial battery
energy of the sensor nodes. In what follows, we only compare
the power consumed due to the protocol stack. Table III pro-
vides a summary of the important notation.

A. Average Power Consumption in AIMRP

The power consumed in a network running AIMRP can be
broken up into two components. First, the network has to detect
and report the events of interest. So assuming that the apriori
frequency of these events is , the average power consumed
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT NOTATION

for reporting these events is given by , where
is the average energy required per report. Second, each node is
running the power-saving mode whereby the node sleeps, wakes
up, remains awake for a certain time and sleeps again, and so
forth. Since the time with which a given node sleeps is exponen-
tially distributed with mean , the total average power con-
sumed due to this process is given by ,
where is the number of nodes, and respectively rep-
resent the energy required to power a node up and down, and

is the power consumption when the radio module is on.
As discussed in Section IV-E, there are some scenarios when a
node may terminate its on-period without staying awake for a
time . So our analysis actually overestimates the energy con-
sumption. Thus, we have

(7)

Now the average energy consumed per event report is given by

(8)

where is the energy consumed per hop, and is the
expected number of hops that an event report has to travel. The
energy consumed in each hop on an average is given by

(9)

The first term is the energy required to transmit the RTR, CTR,
DATA, and ACK messages. As defined previously, represents
the time required for transmitting all of these messages. The
second term is the energy consumed at the sender node due to
the radio being on. The different time durations correspond to
the average values of the various terms in (3) which defines the

th hop delay . The third term is the energy consumed by
periodically sending RTR messages till a receiver node wakes
up from its Sleep state. Finally, the fourth term is the energy

spent at the receiver node due to the radio being on. Note that we
consider a worst case scenario, in terms of power consumption
by assuming that the nodes that are involved in the relaying of
the event report, begin doing so just at the end of their on-cycle
( ), in the power saving mode. Since the number of nodes
is large, this upper bound for the average power dissipation, is
a good approximation.

Noting that the time the sender node waits for a receiver node
to wake up, namely, , is much larger compared to the other
terms, we have

(10)

where the last equality follows from using the approximation in
(6). Substituting from (10), (8) and (6), into (7), and recognizing
that we get the following expression for the average
power dissipation:

(11)

Now in order to calculate , consider the following. AIMRP
routes messages from nodes based on their tier numbers. Thus,
a message originating due to an event at a node in the th tier,
would go through hops before it reaches the sink.
The nodes are uniformly distributed over the region of interest
with a spatial density of nodes/m , and an event is equally
likely to occur at any node in the region. The area of the th tier
is given by . Hence, the probability of an event
occurring in tier is given by . Thus, we have

(12)

where the second term accounts for the last tier. Substituting
for , and , we can calculate the average power
consumption in AIMRP from (11). It may be noted that the av-
erage power dissipation turns out to be independent of the den-
sity of nodes in the network, owing to the assumption of uniform
distribution.

B. Average Power Consumption in S-MAC

First let us formulate and solve the latency constraint that
needs to be satisfied when employing S-MAC. Nodes form
virtual clusters to synchronize on sleep schedules, i.e., all nodes
in a virtual cluster go to sleep and wake-up simultaneously
(for details, refer to [16]). Let us assume that sleep-and-wake
schedules are of length . Messages get routed through a
higher layer routing protocol, which we assume to be optimal
(i.e., it minimizes the number of hops). Again we assume
the latency constraint to be of the form of (2). Due to the
relatively long duration of the latency constraint , the only
significant component of the per-hop delay will be due to the
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sleep-and-wake cycles of sensor nodes, which gives us an
equation similar to (4):

(13)

where is the delay caused by the sleep-and-wake cycle
of the relaying sensor nodes, and is the maximum number
of hops required by the routing algorithm, on top of S-MAC.

Now in S-MAC, messages get routed from one virtual cluster
to another. Within a virtual cluster, nodes sleep and wake-up si-
multaneously, whereas the sleep schedules of two virtual clus-
ters are completely uncorrelated. Thus, the delay is
uniformly distributed between 0 and . We can evaluate
assuming that the routing algorithm running on top of S-MAC
routes messages in the least number of hops. Thus, we have

, since the message would not suffer any delay
on the last hop as the sink is always awake. Then we can solve
for as in [16]:

(14)

The average energy consumed in each hop can be calculated to
be the following:

(15)

where again the first term represents the energy spent in trans-
mitting the messages across a distance , the second term rep-
resents the energy spent in keeping the radio module on at the
sender, and the third term represents the energy spent at the re-
ceiver due to the radio being on. Again, the component
is large compared to the other quantities, and so we have the fol-
lowing approximation for :

(16)

Hence, the expected total energy consumption per report
becomes

(17)

where is the average number of hops that an event report
may encounter. By following steps similar to those used for cal-
culating , we can evaluate as follows:

(18)

Considering the energy consumption in waking up the nodes
every time units, the average power consumption using
S-MAC can be given as

(19)

Substituting for , and from (14), (17) and
(18), we can calculate from the expression above, the average

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR COMPARING S-MAC AND AIMRP

power consumption in S-MAC, with an optimal routing protocol
without accounting for the overhead due to the routing protocol.

C. Some Numerical Results

As a concrete example we consider the parameter values
given in Table IV. The values of the physical parameters of
the sensor nodes are taken from [11], which contains repre-
sentative values for amps sensor nodes. The amps node is
designed for transmitting data up to 1 Mbps at a range of up
to 100 m. We choose 500 kbps as a typical data rate. Thus, we
can evaluate as defined earlier to be about 2.2 ms. Using (5)
we get s with , while from (14) we get

s. Thus, in AIMRP, nodes need to wake up about
once in seconds. Now in S-MAC, nodes
wake up once in 0.3 seconds (as opposed to once in 1.7 seconds
in AIMRP) to guarantee the required delay constraint. This
clearly demonstrates the efficiency of AIMRP. The efficiency
comes through randomizing the sleep and wake cycles of all the
nodes. As opposed to such randomized sleep and wake cycles
for individual nodes, S-MAC uses fully synchronized sleep and
wake cycles for nodes within a cluster and uncoordinated sleep
and wake cycles for different clusters.

Now, let us compute the average power consumption, for
the two protocols. For calculating and , we take an
approach similar to the one suggested in [11]. In particular,
we take and . Here is the
transceiver stabilization period. Within this startup period,
the transceiver cannot operate because the phase-locked loop
(PLL) circuitry is not locked to the carrier frequency yet.
For the amps node, s. We also take the time
required for powering the transceiver down to be 500 s.
The power consumed by a node with its radio module on, ,
depends on whether the node is receiving or transmitting. In the
transmitting mode, - mW while in receiving mode

- mW. According to [11], the receiving mode has
a larger power consumption because the receiving circuitry is
more complex than the transmitting circuitry. For keeping the
analysis simple we take - - mW.

denotes the power consumption required for transmission.
We take this value to be 100 mW for distances of up to 100 m.

For these values (see Table IV), we get the following results:

mJ mJ W
mJ mJ W

(20)

Equation (20) shows that AIMRP outperforms S-MAC, in terms
of average power consumption, for rare event applications.

There is one concern for using the average power con-
sumption as a performance metric for comparing AIMRP with
S-MAC. Namely that, in our model, the sink is located at the
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center of the region, and hence all the event reports are directed
towards the sink. Hence, the relaying burden on the nodes
closer to the sink, is expected to be higher than that on the
nodes farther away. Thus, the nodes closer to the sink would
run out of power earlier, thereby leaving the sink disconnected
from the rest of the nodes. In such cases, the right metric for
comparing two protocols, should be based on the useful lifetime
of the sensor network, starting with the same initial battery
energy (see for instance, [7]). While this observation is valid
for any WSN, and affects all the currently proposed protocols
for WSNs, the use of the average power consumption, as a
performance metric is justified because of the following reason.
For the application scenario we have considered (i.e., rare event
detection), the problem of non-uniform energy drainage is not
so severe. In fact, we show later through simulations that the
energy consumption is nearly constant across the different tiers.

D. Simulations and Observations

In order to evaluate the performance of AIMRP and to vali-
date the analysis above, we have simulated AIMRP for a range
of values of the parameters, , , and .

First we describe the simulation setting. We consider a cir-
cular region with a radius m. We take the commu-
nication range for each sensor node to be m. The
sensor nodes are uniformly and randomly distributed in the re-
gion, with an average node density node per 200 m . Sen-
sors detect events which are equally likely to occur anywhere in
the region. The inter-event times follow an exponential distribu-
tion, with an average value of s. The maximum tolerable
sensor-to-sink latency is set as s. The values of all the
other relevant parameters are as in Table IV and is chosen to
be 1/2 wherever necessary. The value of is calculated from
the approximate formula in (6).

We simulate AIMRP, with the power-saving mode, according
to the specifications of the protocol described in Section IV.
However, we have not implemented the channel-sensing to de-
termine idle/busy channel state (i.e., we assume all the transmis-
sions are error and collision free). This assumption is justified
because the events are rare for all the combinations of parameter
values studied. For each setting of the parameters, the simula-
tion is run for 10,000 simulation seconds. Each point on all the
plots that follow represents the average of the plotted quantity
over the entire simulation run. We have observed that the differ-
ence between the maximum and minimum values of the plotted
quantity, is within 5% of its average value.

We observe that AIMRP performs as expected. The average
delays (in seconds) encountered by event report messages
versus the tier-id are shown in Fig. 7. Also shown are the
maximum delay values encountered (in seconds). The scale
for the average delays is on the right-hand side, while that
for the maximum delays is on the left-hand side. From this
we conclude that AIMRP successfully meets the specified
latency guarantees (i.e., the delays are always below 0.6 s).
Even though, the value of the power-saving parameter, , is
calculated using the approximate formula in (6), we find that
AIMRP is still able to meet the latency guarantees successfully.
We feel that this is due to the fact that the parameter is
dimensioned 1) using the smallest area of overlap , and

Fig. 7. Average message delay for all tiers.

TABLE V
AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION PER NODE VERSUS TIER-ID

2) assuming that each event report may have to go through
hops before it reaches the sink.

Table V lists the average power consumption per node as a
function of the tier-id. The power consumed by different nodes
is observed to be nearly independent of their tier-ids. This
is due to the fact that the energy consumption in repeatedly
turning the radio on, keeping it on for , and then powering
it down, dominates the total energy consumption. Compared
to this, the energy required to transmit and receive messages is
negligible. Since the sleep-and-wake frequency, is the same
for all the tiers, the energy consumed by a node is independent
of its tier-id.

To understand the effect of the parameters , , , and ,
on the energy consumption of AIMRP and S-MAC we plot the
average power consumption as a function of each of these pa-
rameters for the two protocols. In all of the following plots, the
parameter on the horizontal axis is varied as specified, while the
other parameters are set as given in Table IV. The continuous
line in all the plots represents the curve obtained via analysis,
using (11). The simulation points for AIMRP are indicated by
a “ ”, and they are obtained, as explained earlier, by averaging
over a simulation run of 10,000 simulation seconds. The average
power consumption of the WSN as a function of is depicted
in Fig. 8. The value of which achieves the minimum average
power consumption, can be obtained numerically from (11), as

. However, as can be seen from Fig. 8, there is very little
variation in the average power consumption for .
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Fig. 8. Power consumption versus �.

Fig. 9. Power consumption versus �.

From Fig. 9, we observe that the average power consump-
tion for S-MAC increases with , while it does not change for
AIMRP. This is also as expected [see (11) and (19)] because of
the following reason: as the number of nodes increases, S-MAC
consumes more and more energy due to the periodic wakeup of
all clusters; while the power consumption of AIMRP is constant
since with more nodes they have to sleep and wake up less often.

We see from Fig. 10 that for large values of the average
power consumption of AIMRP and S-MAC remains nearly un-
changed. But as decreases (i.e., the events become more fre-
quent) the power consumption due to the reporting of events,
starts dominating giving a sharp increase in the average power
consumption. Although AIMRP has a lower power consump-
tion than S-MAC for all values of , we note that the power
consumption of both the protocols may increase rapidly due to
collisions as decreases. As the latency constraint , becomes
more strict (see Fig. 11) we observe that AIMRP performs better
than S-MAC in terms of the average power consumption. Thus,
in all scenarios considered, AIMRP is a more energy-efficient
protocol than S-MAC.

Fig. 10. Power consumption versus T .

Fig. 11. Energy consumption versus � .

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS

Unlike a traditional network, where individual nodes com-
municate with each other independently, a WSN is deployed
for a certain common objective which all nodes collaborate
to achieve. Hence, the design of a WSN should be dictated
by the end objectives that it seeks to achieve, rather than any
other design considerations like layering or interoperability.
In this paper, we consider a class of applications which can
be described as event detection and reporting. We develop a
simple model for this application class: namely that the events
have a certain apriori frequency of occurence, and that they
can occur with equal likelihood in the region of interest. Based
on this model, we propose a protocol design (AIMRP) that is
both address-light, employing non-unique node identifiers, and
integrated, by combining the medium access and routing func-
tionalities. With a given latency constraint on the event report,
we design a power-saving mode to reduce energy drainage
due to idle-listening. AIMRP outperforms S-MAC in terms of
average power dissipation. This is, in fact, due to the fact that
S-MAC is generic and unoptimized for this application class.
There are some possible extensions to this work. The model is
simplistic in the sense that it assumes that only one node detects
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an event. Also there are no special provisions in the protocol
to handle a burst in the traffic. The protocol, as such, would
survive although the performance could degrade considerably.
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